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WILLIAM BASSOFF
*  

As the next president of the United States, Joe Biden will have a great deal of influence 

over his administration’s antitrust enforcement. Antitrust enforcement against tech companies’ 

perceived market power is an increasingly popular idea in the United States.1 During the current 

presidency, the Department of Justice and eleven state Attorneys General have brought a civil 

antitrust suit against Google.2 Democratic committee members on the House Judiciary 

Subcommittee on Antitrust recommended sweeping changes to US antitrust laws in order to 

prosecute Amazon, Apple, Google, and Facebook – perceived tech monopolists.3 This places the 

United States in a historic moment for antitrust law, with both political parties clamoring for 

increased antitrust enforcement against tech giants. 

Despite the Obama administration’s friendly attitude towards big tech companies, 

President-elect Biden appears supportive of increased antitrust enforcement against big tech 
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companies.4 Biden will likely continue the Trump Administration’s antitrust litigation against 

Facebook while potentially expanding enforcement to the other tech giants.5 

Enforcement against these companies has historically been tricky because current antitrust 

laws do not punish companies for simply being too big or having substantial market power. The 

company must be engaged in some specific anticompetitive conduct. For example, a new industry 

may only have one well developed firm. This firm would be breaking the law if it used its 

monopoly power to prevent competitors from entering the industry. Alternatively, a monopolist 

can be found in violation of US antitrust laws if they use their monopoly power in one industry to 

gain a monopoly in another.  

Nonetheless, shifting social movements have historically spurred change or unusual 

outcomes in certain cases.6 Biden’s Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission could 

be situated to unleash a new wave of antitrust litigation against big tech. Additional antitrust 

legislation is being considered by the current DOJ and FTV, and the Biden administration will 

likely choose to continue targeting the big players in the tech industry.7 

Animosity towards the tech giants came to a boiling point during the 2020 election, with 

people on both sides growing frustrated with certain tech companies’ behavior towards 

misinformation.8 Biden is among the politicians calling for the elimination of liability protection 

provided through Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act.9 These protections allow tech 

companies to host content without taking on liability for the content.10 

All of this popular resentment is likely to result in some big changes in antitrust 

enforcement over the next four years. This might come in the form of increased enforcement of 

current laws, or legislators may be able to pass new antitrust legislation targeting big tech 

monopolists. President-elect Biden will be situated to have a lasting effect on American antitrust 

policy for the next century. 
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